
                   444 Marlin: Performance Potential Extreme. 
                  The designing of a personal rifle…the selection of a cartridge… and                                       
the insanity that has followed. 
                                                 The “Peashooter” Project.    
 
I had been a bolt guy for the greater part of my life, and in my mind, there was nothing that had the power and accuracy potential of a custom 
bolt gun. For years I had built custom ultra light bolt guns that were not only accurate and powerful, but at 6 pounds, loaded, scoped, and 
slung, were a joy to carry afield. My ultra lights featured all the modern technology of the day, and to this day they are just as pleasurable to 
hunt with as they were back then. 
 
PARAMETERS:  After most of a lifetime of working with bolt guns, I was looking for something new to get the creative juices flowing, and after 
mulling over the types of long arms available on the market, the lever gun seemed to offer all the attributes that I was searching for in a hunting 
weapon….but, to my way of thinking , and because my hunting environment was so different than most hunters experience,  I needed a lever 
gun that was shorter, lighter, and a bit more adaptable to the nasty wet environment, close quarters, and rough going that I hunt…the sloughs, 
backwaters, and marshlands of the Missouri/Mississippi Rivers confluence. Shots at game are always close, and through very thick cover, but, if 
the opportunity arose,  I also wanted a rifle that had the capability to take the largest of North American game at close to mid range 
distances…. 150 yards max….under normal hunting conditions. 
 
CARTRIDGE:  My next consideration was cartridge choice, and at first the venerable 45-70 came to mind. About the time I started this project 
the new 450 Marlin had arrived on the scene. I studied and researched each cartridge, and even thought of a wildcat based on one of the two. 
In my pursuit of the study of which cartridge would be best for my needs, I came across the 444 Marlin, but, as I remembered the cartridge, the 
444 was limited in performance because of the handgun bullets that were used in its loadings….or so professed many “knowledgeable” 
shooters.  
 
Many years ago a good friend, Norman “Will” Macintyre, a 45-70 nut, and avid gunsmith, competitor, and hunter,  was all wound up about a 
new cartridge called the 444 Marlin that had just come on the market. I met him at the club one morning and he was just ecstatic over this new 
big bore offering. To his way of thinking, this new cartridge with heavy cast bullets made from custom ordered molds, and pushed to max 
velocities, could possibly outperform any other big bore lever gun cartridge! He talked of flat shooting, and ballistic coefficient, sectional 
density, high velocities, penetration, etc, and even likened the new cartridge to some of the big bores that he was so fond of…the 405 
Winchester, and even the 450-400 Nitro Express! He just couldn’t wait to get his hands on one of those 444’s! Unfortunately he never realized 
his dream. Born with Diabetes, he was failing by the day, and in spite of all the new medical technology, and, what all the specialists in the field 
told him and his family, he passed away shortly after that conversation, on his 50th birthday.  
 
RESEARCH:  Will’s enthusiasm for the 444 had always been on my mind, and now I was wondering if he just might have been on to something. 
Had things changed since the 444’s inception?  In honor of my friend’s thoughts on the 444, I thought that I would take a sidetrack and research 
the 444 Marlin cartridge to see if anything had changed over the years, but, I did not have high hopes of finding anything spectacular. I did the 
usual research by consulting newer loading manuals, internet forums, and the like, and much to my surprise I was finding that Wills dream of 
heavyweight bullets in the 444 was a reality. I came across a website: beartoothbullets.com, that not only supplied these heavyweights for the 
444, but, the owner of the business, Marshall Stanton,  wrote three very interesting articles:  444 Marlin-Americas Most Versatile Big Bore- 
Parts I, II, and III. The velocity/accuracy results that Marshall was obtaining in unmodified Marlin 444 lever guns, proved to me that this 
cartridge had much more to give than I had realized! Now, the 444 Marlin cartridge was under serious consideration as “the” cartridge for my 
new project. After weighing the pro’s and cons of all of the big bore cartridges that were available for my project, the 444 stood alone as the 
most suitable. 

 
 
 RIFLE GOALS:  Much thought went into the process of designing the perfect lever action for my needs, and I was going to incorporate all the 
experience I had gained over the years building those ultra light bolt guns….modern technology meets the classic lever gun. “Light” weight was 
a primary concern. Negotiating the swamps and sloughs was no easy task…traveling light, be it by boat or on foot, eases the physical stress of a 
long hunt under these types of conditions.   I was always quite satisfied with my ultra light bolt rifles in respect to overall weight, and 6 pounds, 
field ready, was set as the “standard” for my new lever gun project. “Short”, is a necessity under the types of conditions that I hunt. The cover is 
very thick, and tight. Being able to swing the rifle on game is a tough proposition with a standard length rifle….just walking through the mess is 
challenging.  Shortening the length of pull to my minimum, and getting that barrel down to an absolute minimum length where the ability of 
the cartridge to do its job, and, allowing  for  complete control of the rifle in tight quarters was paramount! How much would the 444’s ballistics 
suffer from this drastic barrel length modification…and, if this modification did not meet the ballistic goals, what could be done to compensate? 
I was very fortunate to have communications with Peter Thorniley, developer of the Thorniley Relative Stopping Power Formula. Pete had spent 
many years hunting North America and Africa, and who better would know what it takes to “get er done”! Pete had been working on modified 
cycling spaces with the Marlin 444 lever gun for years, and attributed his outstanding ballistic performance of the 444 cartridge to his 
modifications. His pioneering work in this arena gave me hope that a short barreled 444 would not have to give up performance…not one bit! 
Because of its stainless weather resistant manufacture, strength, and suitability for modification I chose a Marlin 444 XLR for the project. After 
reviewing Marshall’s data, talking with him about his hunting experiences with the 444 Marlin, and choosing a suitable bullet and velocity for 
my needs, I sat down in earnest and started the calculations to bring my dream lever gun into being… then the work began.  
 
THE BUILD:  The barrel was shortened to 16.5” and given a 0 degree benchrest crown and chamfer. I bedded, pillared, free floated, and finished 
an MPI Kevlar/Graphite stock and fore end. Without a scope, rings, base, and sling this rifle felt like a child’s toy….perfect!!! Weight 6.16 
pounds. For working up loads, or where a scope would be beneficial for hunting, I added an XS Systems Rail, Warne Quick Detachable Rings, 
and a Leupold Ultralight 2.5 power scope for an additional 15.9 ounces. To aid in accuracy, which is very important to any gun that I build, I 
tried a new process (to me)…fire lapping. I had always hand lapped barrels, but, I thought I would give this process a try.  I followed Marshall 



Stanton’s directions, used the materials he supplied in his fire lapping kit, and the results were amazing. Not only can this rifle shoot “one 
holers” all day long, but, barrel leading with the heavy weight bullets at high velocities is non-existent! For reliability, a Longhunter One Piece 
Firing Pin, a modified WWG Happy Trigger, and WWG Bearproof Ejector became part of the modification. After a complete action rework, I 
then pursued Pete Thorniley’s suggestions to open up the cycling spaces of my Marlin 444 XLR. After making the necessary modifications and 
extending that process to the maximum allowable COAL , (without going into “major” internal parts modifications and rework), and retiming 
the action, my maximum useable COAL was now 2.665…from the “standard” 2.580. This allowed me to move the bullet out of the case for 
more powder capacity to compensate for the short barreled loss of velocity. I had communications with Michael Reamy (of Ranch Dog Molds) 
who graciously “ran the numbers” through his computer ballistics programs, on my intended velocity goals. If I could get this short barreled 
lever gun to produce the velocities of an 18.5” barreled lever gun, Michael told me that with the 325 grain LCMNGC that I had chosen,  at 2050 
fps (the approximate OEM 18.5” velocity max), that the 325 would produce the muzzle energy of a 30-06……at 150 yards!!! With the rifle being 
built and meeting all expectations the range and loading process was the next step. Would my modified 16.5” Marlin 444 XLR meet the ballistic 
and accuracy standards that I was striving for? 
 
…OFF TO THE RANGE!:  I had a number of load goals for this rifle. The first being a nice load for the close range deer hunting that I do in tight 
cover. A very popular load in these parts for the 45-70 is a 300 grain bullet at 1850 fps. This is a proven load, I have seen the results of it on 
many occasions, and if it would work for the 45-70, there was no doubt in my mind that it would be suitable for my purposes in the 444. The 
second goal was to push that 300 grain bullet to 2200 fps. This would be a 405 Winchester factory duplication load. The third goal was to attain 
the 18.5” barreled load I spoke of above, with a 325 grain bullet at approximately 2050 fps. Accuracy for this goal came in at 2096 fps so that 
goal was easily met. The last and final goal…..how fast could I drive the 325 out of the 16.5” barrel, with the modifications that I made to the 
cycling spaces of the Marlin? The first three goals were attained, and the last goal exceeded all expectations. My modified 16.5” barreled Marlin 
drove the 325 grain bullet a whopping 2263 fps and producing 3500+ ft lbs of energy!  Energy levels were approaching the 340 Weatherby 
Magnum with a 250 grain bullet, or, the Kynoch 375 H&H Flanged with a 300 grain bullet!  Although this modification had more to offer, the 
recoil level in this light 6.2 pound rifle, shooting from the bench, was more than I could take.  After a few rounds I was getting “punchy”! The 
recoil factor of this load is 46 ft lbs at 22 fps, and compared to a 45-70 pushing a 500 grain bullet at 1650 fps with a recoil factor of 39 ft lbs at 
18 fps, the reader can imagine the kick that this little lever gun produces. Shooting this light rifle off hand is easily comfortable….a joy to shoot, 
and, because this is a hunting rifle, high power loads shot under hunting conditions are not really an issue. There were never any high pressure 
signs throughout the testing…the cases always extracted with a light pressure on the lever, there were no flattened primers,  and case head, 
case stretch, case flow measurements remained within spec for “standard” top end loads. I used only one powder (H322) during my load work, 
and because it produced the desired results, I never experimented with any other. All loads were heavily crimped with a Lee Factory Crimp Die, 
and the bullets were bumped to .005 rifling engagement. Bullet diameter was .432 shooting through the .4300 (chamber)/ .4295 (muzzle) 
dimensioned, fire lapped and polished bore. Judging from the ballistic performance of these modifications, I believe that this modification has 
much more to offer, and, accuracy is phenomenal!!! This gun just seems to find it impossible to shoot bad groups! Regardless of what load I 
shoot in this gun, every group has come well within “excellent” lever gun standards, and my “accuracy” loads, although all are high power 
hunting loads, mimic those fired from a tuned bolt gun! “One holers” are the norm…not the exception! I was once called insane for trying to 
pursue this modification, and granted, if I didn’t have the support and experience of those folks I have mentioned in this article, and below,  I 
probably would have knuckled under to the insults.  I am glad that I chose to follow the experienced few rather than the inexperienced 
majority. Now, I have the rifle that meets all of my goals! 
 
INSANITY:  My buddy Will once made a statement: “You know, I think that cartridge (the 444 Marlin), in a good single shot, like a Ruger #1, or a 
bolt gun, could meet or exceed the factory loadings of a 450-400 Nitro express”,  (a 400 grain bullet at 2150 fps). Now, I must admit that this 
got me to thinking….. I just wonder, if that type of performance could be attained in a Marlin lever gun? Of course, I would need to advance the 
cycling spaces modification to 2.700+ requiring a “major” rework and retiming of the internal parts of the Marlin action, a longer barrel would 
sure help and a heavier rifle would be in order to soak up some of that recoil. A bit different powder may be necessary as well, but just 
think…..a “Safari Grade” lever gun capable of taking anything that walks the planet! The 450-400 Nitro Express was considered the best all 
round African cartridge for game small to large. John Taylor professed that it was his favorite, and took thousands of head of large African game 
with it. At one time the 450-400 was the cartridge of choice for African large game hunting, and the favored cartridge of Professional Hunters. 
The game has not changed, and the 450-400 is just as much a large game taker today, as it was back in its heyday. Could the 444 cartridge in a 
Marlin lever gun produce the ballistics of the 450-400 Nitro Express? I think so! My next project will be another 444 XLR with that goal in 
mind!!! The insanity continues…….. 
 
 
IN CLOSING:  The 444 Marlin in its OEM form has a lot to offer today’s large game hunter. As my research and modifications took place with my 
short barreled lever gun, I was blasted by naysayers who professed that my goals were unreasonable, or that the ballistics I was seeking were 
unobtainable. They even made statements that the 444 Marlin could NEVER be used to take large game animals!   In communications with Paco 
Kelly, I brought this up, and his reply was, “those that say that, don’t know what the hell they are talking about!!!” Unlike most popular 
cartridges, the 444 doesn’t have the “history” behind it to verify its capabilities, but there are those…the few…who have taken this rifle and its 
444 cartridge into the field and have had outstanding results on large game. Paco Kelly has taken large African game with the 444 in a lever gun. 
Marshall Stanton, a large Moose and a very large black bear, Pete Thorniley attributes his Marlin 444 to saving his life when confronted by an 
attacking bear, and Michael Reamy knows the power of the 444 on wild hogs. I am sure there are many more that can attest to the power of 
the 444 Marlin. Unfortunately we just don’t hear much about this cartridge, which was maligned because of improper bullet loadings when it 
first came out. Because of that the 444 Marlin’s popularity never became what it should have. There are those who “know” its capabilities, and 
a handful of us understand the “potential” that this cartridge and rifle possess, and are pursuing it. As far as I am concerned, the 444 Marlin is 
one of shootings best kept secrets, and for those that have not experienced its accuracy and killing power….too bad for them! 
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Top photo: XS Sight Systems scope rail, integral peep sight and white blade front sight, with Leupold Ultralight 
2.5X in Warne Quick Detachable rings. Middle photo: Ready for the river! With XS Sight Systems DRC Winged 
Peep Sight. 1” nylon sling, and loaded…6.2 pounds. Bottom right photo: The “Peashooter” and the future 
“Safari Grade” 444 XLR. 

 
300 @ 2.600 COAL 
325 @ 2.660 COAL 
405 @ 2.700 COAL 

 

Left: A composite of hunting load groups (3 shot and 
5 shot) produced with the “Peashooter”. All “one 
holers”! 

Safety First! The ballistic results noted in this article were derived from a “modified” firearm! 
The information contained herein in no way implies or suggests that this data is suitable for 
any firearm other than the firearm that it was obtained from. Actual load data has not been 
included in this article for this reason.  

The modifications/alterations to this firearm are protected by applicable patent, copyright, 
proprietary, and international treaty law and regulation by more than one legal entity, 
therefore the specifics of these modifications/alterations cannot, and, will not be released for 
public consumption. 
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